In this paper, we are devoted to study the existence of mild solutions for delay evolution equations with nonlocal conditions. By using tools involving the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness and fixed point theory, we establish some existence results of mild solutions without the assumption of compactness on the associated semigroup. Our results improve and generalize some related conclusions on this issue. Moreover, we present an example to illustrate the application of the main results.
Introduction
Let X be a real Banach space with norm k k. We denote by C.OEa; b; X / the Banach space of all the continuous functions from OEa; b to X endowed with the sup-norm kuk OEa;b D sup t 2OEa;b ku.t /k, where a, b 2 R are two constants with a < b.
The aim of this paper is to study the existence of mild solutions for the following delay evolution equations with nonlocal conditions 8 < : u 0 .t / C Au.t / D f .t; u.t /; u t /; t 2 OE0; a; u 0 D C g.u/ 2 C.OE q; 0; X /;
where A W D.A/ X ! X is a closed linear operator and A is the infinitesimal generator of an equicontinuous semigroup T .t / .t 0/ in X , a, q > 0 are two constants, 2 C.OE q; 0; X /, f W OE0; a X C.OE q; 0; X/ ! X and g W C.OE0; a; X / ! C.OE q; 0; X / are appropriate given functions. For any u 2 C.OE q; a; X / and t 2 OE0; a, we denote by u t the element of C.OE q; 0; X / defined by u t .Â / D u.t C Â /; Â 2 OE q; 0:
Here u t represents the history of the state from time t q up to the present time t . The existence problem on the compact interval OE0; a, in the very simplest case when q D 0, i.e., when the delay is absent, was studied by Liu and Yuan [1] . In this case C.OE q; 0; X / is identified with X, f .t; u; u 0 / is identified with a function f from OE0; a X to X , and so in the paper [1] the following problem was studied: On the basis of Schauder's fixed point theorem and approximation theory, the authors established some existence results of mild solutions for the problem (2) in [1] . As we can easily see, the general problem (1) contains as particular case (2) . The nonlocal problem was motivated by physical problems. Indeed, it is demonstrated that the nonlocal condition can be more useful than the classical initial condition to describe some physical phenomena. There are many papers concerning the nonlocal problems, see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . A very important specific case of (2) concerns !-periodic problems, which corresponds to the choice of g as g.u/ D u.!/ and Á 0.
On the other hand, the study of the existence of solutions for the differential equations with delay was initiated by Travis and Webb [12] and Webb [13] . Since the theory of differential equations with delay has extensive physical background and realistic mathematical model, it has been considerably developed and numerous properties of solutions have been studied, see [14] [15] [16] and references therein. Therefore, the nonlocal Cauchy problems for evolution equations with delay are an important area of investigation and have been studied extensively in recent years. However, as far as we know, the assumptions that the associated semigroup is compact, the perturbation function f is compact, or f satisfies Lipschitz-type conditions play key roles in many of known consequences.
Inspired by the above-mentioned works, in this paper, we apply the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness and fixed point theory to obtain the existence of mild solutions for evolution equation with nonlocal conditions and delay (1) without the assumption of compactness on the associated semigroup. Our results improve and extend some related results in this direction. And in the technical framework developed in this paper, we can study several cases simultaneously, such as the semigroup T .t /.t 0/ is compact, the perturbation function f is compact, or f satisfies Lipschitz-type conditions. The paper is divided into 5 sections. Section 2 contains some notations, definitions and preliminary facts which will be used throughout this paper. In Section 3, we consider the existence of mild solutions for the problem (1.1) under the situation that g satisfies Lipschitz-type condition. By utilizing fixed point theorem and Kuratowski measure of noncompactness, we establish some existence results of mild solutions for the problem (1) . In Section 4, we discuss the existence of mild solutions for the problem (1) under the case that g is completely continuous. Results in the section are based on fixed point theorem. Finally, an example is presented in the last section to illustrate the applications of the obtained results.
Preliminaries
Let A W D.A/ X ! X be the infinitesimal generator of an equicontinuous semigroup T .t / .t 0/ in Banach space X . This fact means that T .t / is continuous by operator norm for every t > 0. Let L.X / be the Banach space of all linear and bounded operators in X endowed with the topology defined by the operator norm. We denote by
then one can easily see that M 1 is a constant. It is well known that the compact or analytic semigroup is equicontinuous. The following lemma is obvious. For each u 2 C.OE q; a; X /, the restriction of u on OE0; a denoted by uj OE0;a is an element of C.OE0; a; X /. For simplicity, we also write g.uj OE0;a / as g.u/. For any subset D of the space C.OE q; a; X /, denote Dj OE0;a D fuj OE0;a W u 2 Dg. Similarly, we also write g.Dj OE0;a / as g.D/. Next, we recall some properties about the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness, which will be used in the sequel. In this article, we denote by˛. / and˛OE a;b . / the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness on the bounded subsets of X and C.OEa; b; X /, respectively. For any t 2 OEa; b and D C.
For the details of the definition and properties for the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness, we refer to the monographs [17] and [18] .
To discuss the existence of mild solutions for the problem (1) we also need the following lemmas. 4, 20] ). Let X be a Banach space, and let D X be bounded. Then there exists a countable subset
Lemma 2.5 ([21]
). Let A with norm k k A and C with norm k k C be bounded sets in Banach space X . If there is surjective map Q W C ! A such that for any c; d
In order to introduce the concept of mild solution for problem (1), by comparison with the linear initial value problem
whose properties are well known [22] , we associate (1) to the integral equation
and the integral equation (4) is satisfied.
It is supposed that for each positive number R:
then D R is clearly a bounded closed convex set in C.OE q; a; X //. Obviously, if u 2 D R , then uj OE0;a is an element of D R .C.OE0; a; X //.
Existence results under the situation that g is Lipschitz continuous
In this section, we discuss the existence of mild solutions for the problem (1) under the situation that the nonlocal function g is Lipschitz continuous. For this purpose, we suppose that the nonlinear term f and nonlocal term g satisfy the following conditions: (P 1 ) The function f W OE0; a X C.OE q; 0; X / ! X is continuous and there exist positive constants C 1 , C 2 and C 0 such that kf .t; x; y/k Ä C 1 kxk C C 2 kyk OE q;0 C C 0 ; t 2 OE0; a; x 2 X; y 2 C.OE q; 0; X /:
There exist positive constants L 1 and L 2 such that for every t 2 OE0; a and bounded subset D C.OE q; a; X /, we have˛.
where
kg.x/ g.y/k OE q;0 Ä Lkx yk OE0;a ; x; y 2 C.OE0; a; X /:
Now, we are prepared to state and prove our main results of this section.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the conditions (P 1 ), (P 2 ) and (P 3 ) are satisfied. Then for every 2 C.OE q; 0; X /, problem (1) has at least one mild solution provided that
and
Proof. We consider the operator Q W C.OE q; a; X / ! C.OE q; a; X / defined by
.t / C g.u/.t /; t 2 OE q; 0;
.Q 2 u/.t / D
< :
0; t 2 OE q; 0; R t 0 T .t s/f .s; u.s/; u s /ds; t 2 OE0; a: With the help of Definition 2.6, we know that the mild solution of problem (1) is equivalent to the fixed point of operator Q. Next, we shall show that Q has at least one fixed point by using the famous Sadovskii's fixed point theorem, which can be found in [23] . To do this, we first prove that there exists a positive constant R 0 big enough such that Q.D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X /// D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //. For every u 2 C.OE q; a; X /, by condition (P 1 ), we have
Choose a positive constant
For every u 2 D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //, then ku t k OE q;0 Ä kuk OE q;a Ä R 0 for all t 2 OE0; a. By the condition (P 3 ) we get that for t 2 OE q; 0,
Hence,
On the other hand, by the condition (P 3 ) and (7) we know that for every t 2 OE0; a,
which means that
Notice that M 1 yields that K 1 Ä K 2 . Therefore, by (6) and (8) we obtain kQuk OE q;a Ä R 0 :
Hence, we have proved that Q.D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X /// D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //:
Next, we will prove that Q is continuous on D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //. Let u n D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X // with u n ! u .n ! 1/ in D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //. Then u nt ! u t as n ! 1 for all t 2 OE0; a, where u nt D .u n / t . Applying the condition (P 3 ) we get that for each t 2 OE q; 0,
By the facts u nt ! u t when n ! 1 for every t 2 OE0; a and the function f is continuous, we have f .t; u n .t /; u nt / ! f .t; u.t /; u t / as n ! 1 for 8 t 2 OE0; a:
Combined this fact with Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we know that
kf .s; u n .s/; u ns / f .s; u.s/; u s /kds ! 0 as n ! 1; 8 t 2 OE0; a:
Hence kQu n Quk OE q;a ! 0 as n ! 1; which means that the operator Q is continuous on D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //.
In what follows, we will prove that Q is a condensing operator. For this purpose, we firstly prove that Q 1 is Lipschitz continuous on D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //. Taking u and v in D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //. Then uj OE0;a and vj OE0;a in D R 0 .C.OE0; a; X //, by the hypothesis (P 3 ) we get that
Ä Lku vk OE q;a for t 2 OE q; 0 and
Ä MLku vk OE q;a for t 2 OE0; a:
From the above discussion we get that kQ 1 u Q 1 vk OE q;a Ä MLku vk OE q;a for all u; v 2 D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //, which means that Q 1 W D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X // ! D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X // is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant ML. Therefore, combining this fact with Lemma 2.5 we know that for any bounded subset D D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //,
On the other hand, by the fact that the semigroup T .t / .t 0/ generated by A is equicontinuous and Lemma 2.1, it is easily to see that fQ 2 u W u 2 D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //g is a family of equicontinuous functions. Then for every bounded subset D D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //, we know that Q 2 .D/ is bounded and equicontinuous. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that there exists a countable set D D fu n g D such that
For each t 2 OE0; a, we denote by
Then, for every u; v 2 D we have u t ; v t 2 D t , and
By (11) and Lemma 2.5 we know that˛OE
For every t 2 OE q; 0, .Q 2 D /.t / D 0, and therefore˛..Q 2 D /.t // D 0. For every t 2 OE0; a, taking the assumption (P 2 ), Lemma 2.3 and (12) into account, we get that
ff .s; u n .s/; u ns / W n 2 Ng/ds
Therefore, for every t 2 OE q; a, we get that 
Q 2 .D /.t //:
Hence by (10) and (13), we have˛OE
For every subset D D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //, by (5), (9) and (14), we havę
Therefore, Q W D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X // ! D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X // is a condensing operator. By Sadovskii's fixed point theorem, we know that the operator Q has at least one fixed point u in D R 0 .C.OE q; a; X //, which means that the problem (1) has at least one mild solution u 2 C.OE q; a; X /. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
If the nonlinear term f and the nonlocal term g satisfy the following growth conditions: (P 4 )The function f W OE0; a X C.OE q; 0; X / ! X is continuous and there exist positive constants C 1 , C 2 , C 0 and 2 OE0; 1/ such that kf .t; x; y/k Ä C 1 kxk C C 2 kyk OE q;0 C C 0 ; t 2 OE0; a; x 2 X; y 2 C.OE q; 0; X /I (P 5 )There exist positive constants N 1 , N 0 and 2 OE0; 1/ such that kg.x/k OE q;0 Ä N 1 kxk OE0;a C N 0 ; x 2 C.OE0; a; X /I
we have the following existence result:
Theorem 3.2. Assume that the conditions (P 2 ), (P 3 ), (P 4 ) and (P 5 ) are satisfied. Then for every 2 C.OE q; 0; X/, nonlocal problem (1) has at least one mild solution provided that
Proof. Let Q be the operator defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. By conditions .P 3 / and .P 4 /, one can use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to deduce that Q is continuous on C.OE q; a; X / and the mild solution of problem (1) is equivalent to the fixed point of the operator Q.
Next, we will demonstrate that Q maps bounded sets of C.OE q; a; X / into bounded sets. For any R > 0 and u 2 D R .C.OE q; a; X //, by the conditions .P 4 / and .P 5 /, we know that there exist constants C 3 and N 2 such that
for every t 2 OE0; a, and
Taking (15) and (16) into account, we obtain that
It means that Q.D R .C.OE q; a; X /// is a bounded set in C.OE q; a; X /. Using similar argument as getting the proof of Theorem 3.1 deduce that Q W C.OE q; a; X / ! C.OE q; a; X / is a condensing operator.
Next, we show that the set S D fu 2 C.OE q; a; X / j u D Qu; 0 < < 1g is bounded. Let u 2 S. Then u D Qu for every 0 < < 1. Applying the conditions .P 4 / and .P 5 / we get
for t 2 OE q; 0, and
By (17) and the fact that ; 2 OE0; 1/, we can prove that S is a bounded set. If this is not true, then for any u 2 S we have that kuk OE q;a ! C1. Dividing both sides of (17) by kuk OE q;a and taking the limits as kuk OE q;a ! C1, we get
< lim
This is a contradiction. It means that the set S is bounded. By condensing mapping fixed point theorem of topological degree, which can be found in [24] , there is a fixed point u of Q on C.OE q; a; X /, which is just the mild solution of problem (1). The proof is completed.
Existence results under the situation that g is compact
In the section, we consider the existence of mild solutions for the problem (1) under the situation that the nonlocal function g is compact. To do this, we suppose that the nonlinear term f and nonlocal function g satisfy the following conditions: (P 6 )The function f W OE0; a X C.OE q; 0; X / ! X is continuous and there exist an integrable function p W OE0; a ! OE0; C1/ and a continuous nondecreasing function ' W OE0; C1/ ! OE0; C1/ such that kf .t; x; y/k Ä p.t / '.kxk/ C '.kyk OE q;0 / ; t 2 OE0; a; x 2 X; y 2 C.OE q; 0; X /:
The nonlocal function g W C.OE0; a; X / ! C.OE q; 0; X / is continuous and compact, and there exists a positive constant N such that kg.x/k OE q;0 Ä N; x 2 C.OE0; a; X /:
Now we are in the position to state our main conclusion of this section.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the conditions (P 2 ), (P 6 ) and (P 7 ) are satisfied. Then for every 2 C.OE q; 0; X/, nonlocal problem (1) has at least one mild solution provided that
where c D k k OE q;0 C N:
Proof. Consider the map Q W C.OE q; a; X / ! C.OE q; a; X / defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. It is easily seen that the fixed point of Q is equivalent to the mild solution of the problem (1). Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that Q is continuous by usual technique. Firstly, we see that if u 2 C.OE q; a; X / with kuk OE q;a Ä k for some positive constant k, then ku t k OE q;0 Ä k for all t 2 OE0; a. Therefore, by the conditions (P 6 ) and (P 7 ) we know that
This together with (20) imply that Q maps bounded subsets of C.OE q; a; X / into bounded subsets. By lemma 2.1 and the compactness of g involving Ascoli-Arzela's theorem, it is easily seen that the operator Q maps bounded subsets of C.OE q; a; X / into equicontinuous sets.
Next, we shall demonstrate that Q ia a condensing operator. Let D be a bounded subset of C.OE q; a; X/. From the proof of Theorem 3.1, we know that
On the other hand, the compactness of g implies that
Therefore, for every subset D D R .C.OE q; a; X //, due to (18) , (21) and (22), we get that
which means that Q W C.OE q; a; X / ! C.OE q; a; X / is a condensing operator. for t 2 OE0; a. It follows from the conditions (P 6 ) and (P 7 ) that
for t 2 OE0; a. We consider the function defined by
Then ku.t/k Ä .t/ and ku t k OE q;0 Ä .t / for t 2 OE0; a. By the previous inequality (23), we have
Let us take the right-hand side of the above inequality as v.t /. Then we have
Using the nondecreasing character of ' and (24) we get that
By (19) and (25), we have
It follows that there exists a constant L such that v.t / Ä L , and therefore .t / Ä v.t / Ä L for t 2 OE0; a. Since for every t 2 OE0; a, ku t k OE q;0 Ä .t /, we have
where L depends only on a and the functions p and '. Noticing that .t / Ä k k OE q;0 C N for t 2 OE q; 0. Therefore, the set S is bounded. By condensing mapping fixed point theorem of topological degree, there exists a fixed point u of Q on C.OE q; a; X /, which is just the mild solution of problem (1). The proof is completed.
Example
In this section, we present an example, which do not aim at generality but indicate how our abstract result can be applied to a specific problem. Let R n be a bounded domain with C 2 -boundary @ for n 2 N. We consider the following nonlocal problem for the semilinear parabolic equation with delay 
where is a Laplace operator, g W OE0; a R C.OE q; 0; L 2 . // ! R is continuous, q; a > 0 are two real numbers with q < a, and K. / 2 L 1 .OEq; a; R C / with R a q K.Â /dÂ WD 2 .0; 1/. In order to write the nonlocal problem for the semilinear parabolic equation with delay (26) Theorem 5.1. Assume that the following condition holds: (P 9 ) There exist positive constants a 1 ; a 2 and a 0 with a.a 1 C a 2 / C < 1 such that jf .x; t; Á; /j Ä a 1 jÁj C a 2 k k OE q;0 C a 0 ; x 2 ; t 2 OE0; a; Á 2 R; 2 C.OE q; 0; L 2 . //:
Then the nonlocal problem for the semilinear parabolic equation with delay (26) has at least one mild solution.
Proof. By the condition (P 9 ) and the fact that T .t / .t 0/ is a compact semigroup one can easily verify that the conditions (P 1 ) and (P 2 ) are satisfied with C 1 D a 1 , C 2 D a 2 , C 0 D a 0 and L 1 D L 2 D 0. Furthermore, from the definition of the nonlocal function g and the fact that WD R a q K.Â /dÂ < 1 we know that the condition (P 3 ) is satisfied with L D . At last, combined a.a 1 C a 2 / C < 1 with the fact that L 1 D L 2 D 0 and M D 1 one can easily get that (5) and (6) are satisfied. Therefore, our conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
